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ABSTRACT: Hypoxia is a feature of most solid tumors and a key determinant of cancer growth and 

propagation. Sensing hypoxia effectively could lead to more favorable clinical outcomes. Here, we 

report a molecular antenna-based bimodal probe designed to exploit the complementary advantages of 

magnetic resonance (MR)- and optical-based imaging. Specifically, we describe the synthesis and 

evaluation of a dual action probe (NO2-Eu) that permits hypoxia-activated chemical exchange 

saturation transfer (CEST) MR and optical imaging. In CT26 cells, this NO2-Eu probe not only 

provides an enhanced CEST MRI signal, but also turns “ON” the optical signal under hypoxic 

conditions. Time-dependent in vivo CEST imaging in a hypoxic CT26 tumor xenograft mouse model 

revealed probe-dependent tumor detection by CEST MRI contrast in the tumor area. We thus suggest 

that dual action hypoxia probes, such as the one reported here, could have a role to play in solid tumor 

diagnosis and monitoring. 

 

 

■ INTRODUCTION 

Hypoxia is a hallmark of solid tumors and can lead to an upregulation of hypoxia-inducible factors, 

such as HIF-1α and HIF-β.1 It also affects key biological processes, including cell proliferation, 

angiogenesis, pH regulation, apoptosis, immortality, and migration.2–4 Chronic hypoxia results from 

outgrowing the blood supply due to uncontrolled cell proliferation in tumors, while at the cellular level, 

hypoxia is caused by reduced oxygen diffusion rates with increasing distance from the vasculature; 

this can result in ‘delivery hypoxia’,5 as well as ‘consumptive hypoxia’ wherein the cancer cells 

consume oxygen faster than the oxygen delivered.6 Moreover, hypoxia can spread heterogeneously 

within solid tumors and can lead to such tumors becoming metastatic in nature.7 Importantly, the low 

oxygen tension (pO2 ≤ 20 mm Hg) characteristic of hypoxia can influence the efficacy of current 
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anticancer treatments.8 For example, the low oxygen levels associated with hypoxia can render tumors 

resistant to radiation due to the insufficient formation of reactive oxygen species that result in lethal 

damage to the tumor DNA.9 Additionally, hypoxia-driven HIF-1α/β upregulation and the presence of 

free radical species induces angiogenesis that can reduce the effectiveness of radiation therapy.10 The 

efficacy of chemotherapeutics can also be reduced by tumor hypoxia. For instance, chemotherapeutics 

may experience obstacles in reaching the hypoxic region of head and neck cancer when administered 

through the bloodstream.11 Moreover, the acidic extracellular environments typically associated with 

hypoxic conditions can restrict the extracellular uptake of chemotherapeutics.12 Being able to map 

hypoxia and understanding the underlying determinants could lead to improvements in disease control, 

including cancer management. Here we describe the synthesis and evaluation of a dual action probe 

that permits hypoxia-activated chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) magnetic resonance (MR) 

and optical imaging of hypoxic tissues. It exploits the complementary strengths of these disparate 

modalities allowing for potential enhancements in diagnostic capability. 
To date several methods have been employed for mapping hypoxic tumors.13–15 Among these, 

fluorescent probes have received particular attention because they can provide high spatiotemporal 

images in living cells. Although optical hypoxia sensors are relatively sensitive, due to light 

propagation issues, they show limited applicability for monitoring hypoxia levels in vivo.16,17 Thus, 

optical-based hypoxia sensors are largely restricted to tissue-based imaging. In contrast, magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) has become established as a preeminent in vivo diagnostic technique because 

tissue penetration is not a limiting factor.  

We report here an emissive probe (NO2-Eu) for tumor hypoxia detection and cancer cell imaging. 

This hypoxia-activatable luminescence probe incorporates DOTA bearing a 3-nitropthalimide group 

as an NADPH-nitroreductase (NTR)-sensing moiety. A considerable body of prior work on optical-

based hypoxia sensors,18-21 provides support for the design expectation that the 3-nitropthalimide 

moiety present in the NO2-Eu probe will be reduced to a primary aromatic amino group by NTR in 
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the presence of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH). Intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) from 

the resulting free NH2 moiety to the Eu3+ ion would result in a “turn on” in the luminescent signal. In 

addition, the two protons on the NH2 group would be expected to exchange with the bulk water, 

resulting in a “switching on” of a CEST signal allowing hypoxic environments characterized by high 

NTR levels to be imaged by two separate modalities, namely luminescence and CEST MRI. As 

detailed below, this approach has been validated at the cellular level via optical imaging of live 

Escherichia coli (E. coli) cells, as well as in vitro CEST MRI studies involving CT26 cancer cells. 

Moreover, using the present NO2-Eu probe, hypoxic tumors could be detected in vivo in a CT26 

xenograft mouse model. 

A number of reducing enzymes (e.g., NADPH-NTR, NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase, 

cytochrome b5 reductase, xanthine oxidase, and DT-diaphorase) are correlated with hypoxia in 

mammalian cells.17 As a result, readily reducible moieties, such as nitroaromatic compounds, azo-

derivatives, and quinones, have been explored in the context of creating hypoxia-sensitive markers.22–

25 Optical probes capable of detecting NTR activity in bacterial lysates have also been reported.26-28 

Unfortunately, the majority of the systems investigated to date have failed to provide clear images in 

vivo, presumably due to the short lifetime of the fluorescence signal and self-quenching of the near 

infrared dye.16 

MRI provides an attractive complement to optical-based imaging due to its high spatial resolution, 

essentially unlimited penetration depth, and lack of harmful radiation.29–31  The unique MR frequencies 

of CEST agents provide the ability to specifically detect the agents and their respective biomarkers, 

relative to conventional MRI. Current CEST agents work by selectively reducing the magnetization of 

the water signal with minimal effects on its longitudinal relaxation rate. In practice, this requires 

molecules that contain exchangeable protons and use of the magnetization transfer nuclear magnetic 

resonance (MT-NMR) technique introduced by Forsen and Hoffman in 1963.32 
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In 2012, Sherry and coworkers introduced paramagnetic chemical exchange saturation transfer 

(para-CEST)-based europium(III) DOTA-tetra amide complexes that function as redox-active MRI 

sensors (DOTA = 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid).33 In addition, para-CEST 

MRI contrast agents have been used to detect caspase-3, an important apoptosis biomarker.34 pH-

responsive para-CEST agents have also been reported for detecting changes in the kidney pH levels.35 

Other pH-sensitive36–38 as well as Zn(II)-responsive CEST MRI probes are known.39 However, to the 

best of our knowledge, hypoxia-responsive CEST probes have yet to be described. The goal of the 

present study was thus to prepare such a probe, namely NO2-Eu, and test whether it would allow for 

the combined MR- and optical-based imaging of hypoxic cells and tissues. 

 

 

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 Design and synthesis of the NO2-Eu 

Probe NO2-Eu was prepared as follows: Initially, 2-(2-hydroxyethyl)-4-nitroisoindoline-1,3-dione 

(compound 2) was synthesized by condensing 3-nitrophthalic anhydride (Compound 1) with 

ethanolamine in ethanol under reflux conditions (Scheme S1). Compound 3, namely 2-(2-bromoethyl)-

4-nitroisoindoline-1,3-dione, was then obtained through the bromination of 2 using N-

bromosuccinimide (NBS) and triphenylphosphine in DMF at 85°C. Following the selective protection 

of 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane (CYCLEN) by triple N-alkylation with tert-butyl bromoacetate,34 

compound 4 (see Scheme S1) was prepared by reacting 3 with 4, and subsequent deprotection of the 

tert-butyl groups using trifluoroacetic acid. Probe NO2-Eu in the form of an Eu3+-chelated complex 

was then obtained by metalating compound 4 with an excess of EuCl3·6H2O. Compounds 2–4 and the 

probe (NO2-Eu) were characterized by 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy, and by HR-MS (Figures S1–
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S10). The purity of probe NO2-Eu was confirmed by HPLC analysis (Figure S11). NO2-Eu purity is 

95.2%. 

 

Scheme 1. (A) Schematic representation of the active “switching on” of fluorescence emission 

intensity as the result of an intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) process resulting from reduction of 

the nitro moiety in NO2-Eu to the corresponding amine (aniline) form (NH2-Eu) promoted by 

nitroreductase (NTR). (B) HPLC profile of the NO2-Eu probe (10 µM) in the presence of NTR (1 µg/mL). 

(C) HRMS data recorded after incubation of probe NO2-Eu (5 µM) with NTR (0.5 µg/mL) for 1 h. 
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Figure 1. Photophysical properties of probe NO2-Eu before and after treatment with 

nitroreductase (NTR). (A) UV absorption spectra of probe NO2-Eu (5 µM) recorded in the presence 

and absence of NTR. (B) Fluorescence emission (λex = 405 nm) spectra of probe NO2-Eu recorded 

in the presence of various concentrations of NTR (0–1 µg/mL) and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 

(NADH). (C and D) Co-enzyme activity monitored by recording the emission spectrum of probe NO2-

Eu in the presence of both NTR and NADH. All experiments were carried out in phosphate-buffered 

saline (PBS), and the concentrations of the probe and NADH were 5 and 200 µM, respectively. The 

data shown are averages of four independent experiments; the error bars represent the standard 

deviations. The P values were determined using a nonpaired Student’s t-test for homogenous 

variance. ***<0.001. 
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Optical properties of the NO2-Eu 

To determine whether NTR could reduce the aromatic nitro moiety in probe NO2-Eu to its 

corresponding amine (aniline) form, changes in the UV–vis absorption spectra and the luminescence 

emission of the complex were monitored in the presence of various concentrations of NTR under 

simulated physiological conditions after first recording the UV absorbance spectrum of NO2-Eu 

(Figure S12). As shown in Figure 1A, the UV–vis absorption maximum of probe NO2-Eu (5 μM) at 

405 nm increased in intensity by ca. 28-fold upon the addition of 1 μg/mL NTR. Likewise, the intensity 

of the emission feature at 512 nm increased 70-fold when exposed to the same concentration of NTR 

(Figure 1B). 

An HPLC analysis of probe NO2-Eu (10 µM) in the presence of NTR revealed a new band, 

consistent with the NTR-promoted reduction of the nitro group to an amine (Figure S13). We then 

monitored the changes in the luminescence intensity of the probe at 512 nm in the presence of both 

NADH and NTR; it was found that the luminescence intensity reached a maximum at NTR and NADH 

concentrations of 1 μg/mL and 200 μM, respectively. These spectral changes are attributed to 

conversion of the nitro (-NO2) group into the corresponding aniline (-NH2) group. Intramolecular 

charge transfer between the lone pair electrons on the NH2 nitrogen atom and the electron-deficient 

europium ion is thus switched on, activating the emissive features of probe NO2-Eu (Scheme 1A). 

 To confirm the NTR-mediated activation of probe NO2-Eu, the probe was treated with 1 μg/mL 

NTR at 37°C for 30 min. HRMS analysis revealed one major peak reflecting the generation of an 

activated probe ([M + 3Na] = 755.298) (Scheme 1C).  
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Figure 2. Photophysical properties of probe NO2-Eu monitored under various experimental 

conditions. (A) Emission intensity of probe NO2-Eu (5 µM) recorded at various NTR concentrations 

(pre-incubated for 20 min at 37°C) (λex = 405 nm and λem = 525 nm for all experiments unless noted 

otherwise). (B) Time-dependent changes in the emission intensity of probe NO2-Eu (5, 10, 20, 30, 

and 50 µM) observed in the presence of NTR (0.5 µg/mL). (C) Luminescence response of probe NO2-

Eu (5 μM) observed in the presence of different potential interferants in blood serum: (a) Blank (probe 

+ NADH in PBS), and containing (b) 150 mM KCl, (c) 2.5 mM CaCl2, (d) 2.5 mM MgCl2, (e) 10 mM 

glucose, (f) 1 mM vitamin C, (g) 1 mM vitamin B6, (h) 100 μM HSA, (i) 10 μM H2O2, (j) 10 μM ·OH, (k) 

1 mM glutamic acid, (l) 1 mM arginine, (m) 1 mM serine, (n) 5 mM glutathione, (o) 1 mM cysteine, (p) 

1 mM homocysteine, (q) 1 mM dithiothreitol, (r) 1 mM lysine,  and (s) 1 μg/mL NTR. (D) Quantitative 

values of the emission intensity at λem = 525 nm for the same samples depicted in panel (C). Data 

shown are averages of three independent measurements. All experiments were carried out in the 

presence of NADH (200 µM). 
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The luminescence intensity of the NO2-Eu was then monitored as a function of the NTR 

concentration and time (Figures 2A and 2B) at λem = 512 nm. The time needed to reach saturated 

luminescence intensity was gradually shortened with increasing NTR concentration. An increased 

enzyme concentration accelerates reduction from NO2-Eu to NH2-Eu. Saturation was reached in most 

cases within ~20 min. The detection limit was determined to be 1.78 ng/mL. Prior to application of 

probe NO2-Eu to an in vitro cellular test system, we examined whether interference was observed in 

the presence of other biologically relevant analytes. More specifically, the optical properties of the 

probes were monitored in the presence of non-thiol amino acids (cystine, alanine, histidine, arginine, 

and tyrosine), biologically relevant metal ions (Na+, K+, Ca2+, Fe2+, Fe3+, Cu2+, Mg2+, and Zn2+), and 

redox active species (ascorbic acid, NO−, NO3
−, NO2

−, H2O2, and S2O3
2−). No significant spectroscopic 

changes were observed in the presence of these potentially interfering analytes (Figures 2C and 2D). 

Our studies are focused on stability. The issue of specificity for NTR vs. other enzymes remains a 

subject for future study. 

Since blood serum contains significant amounts of NADH and reduced species that might serve to 

activate the nitro functionality present in probe NO2-Eu prematurely, the stability of the probe was 

also evaluated in blood serum. No changes in the luminescence intensity were observed, as can be seen 

in Figure S14, leading us to infer that the NO2-Eu would likely to be stable under most anticipated 

conditions of use. 

 

In vitro activation of probe NO2-Eu and imaging of hypoxic CT26 cells 

As an initial test of biocompatibility, we assessed the effect of the probe on the CT26 cell line 

(murine colorectal carcinoma cells) under hypoxic (1% O2) and normoxic (20% O2) conditions 

(Figures S15A and S16). After incubation of the cells with probe NO2-Eu (0–1 mM for 3 h, and 0-20 
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mM for 24 h), the cell viability was >90%, leading us to infer that this new probe was not appreciably 

cytotoxic under conditions designed to mimic its use in imaging applications. 

 

Figure 3. In vitro luminescence imaging of CT26 cells. Representative confocal laser scanning 

microscopy (CLSM) images of CT26 cells incubated with NO2-Eu (0.5 mM) for 20 min or 60 min under 

normoxic (A) and hypoxic (1% O2) (B) conditions, and corresponding quantitative comparison (C) of 

fluorescent intensities measured from ten individual cells using the ImageJ software (non-paired 

Student’s t-test). Images were obtained using the FITC spectral window. Scale bar, 10 μm. (D) FACS 

analyses of CT26 cells treated with NO2-Eu (0.5 mM or 1 mM) for 10, 20, or 60 min. The data are 

averages of three independent experiments; errors bars show the standard deviations (nonpaired 

Student’s t-test). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001. 

 

To assess the applicability of the probe in the context of intracellular NTR monitoring, fluorescence-

activated cell sorting (FACS) analyses were carried out on CT26 cells under both hypoxic and 

normoxic conditions for 24 h prior to treatment with probe NO2-Eu  (0.5 or 1 mM for 3 h). As shown 

in Figure S15B, probe NO2-Eu produced a significantly higher luminescent signal in CT26 cells under 
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hypoxic conditions, a finding that we take as evidence that these cells express NTR under low oxygen 

tensions. To obtain further insights into the cellular uptake and hypoxia-induced activation of NO2-

Eu, we carried out luminescence imaging experiments in CT26 cancer cells treated with NO2-Eu (1 

mM) under hypoxic (1%) and normoxic (20%) conditions. Per our design expectations, a more intense 

luminescence signal was seen under hypoxic conditions (Figure S17). We further investigated the 

actual time of NO2-Eu activation by using time dependent confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) 

for live cell imaging. Here, CT26 cells were incubated with NO2-Eu (0.5 mM) under both normoxic 

and hypoxic (1% O2) conditions for 20 min or 60 min. As shown Figure 3A and 3B, a strong fluorescent 

was seen in CT26 cells under hypoxic conditions with the effect being greater than under normoxic 

conditions. The mean fluorescent intensity (MFI) under conditions of normoxia or hypoxia was 

determined using the ImageJ software (Java, Maryland, USA) and CT26 cells treated with NO2-Eu 

(0.5 mM) for either 20 min or 60 min (Figure 3C). These finding revealed that NO2-Eu gives rise to a 

relatively high MFI under hypoxic conditions. We further confirmed this inference using time 

dependent FACS analysis; again, the same phenomenon was observed (Figure 3D).  

To provide more definitive evidence that hypoxia induces NO2-Eu activation, FACS analyses of 

NO2-Eu in the presence of the hypoxia inducer of glutathione ethyl ester were performed,40-42 resulting 

in higher luminescence intensity compared to the non-treated group (Figure S18). These results taken 

in concert are considered as evidence that, to the limit of our detection ability, NO2-Eu appears to be 

activated under hypoxic as well as normoxic conditions, which limits its hypoxia-specific detection 

utility.  

To examine HIF-1α protein expressions in hypoxic or normoxic CT26 cells, we performed Western 

blot analyses, which revealed that hypoxic CT26 cells have a higher level of HIF-1α protein expression 

relative to normoxic cells (Figure S19). 
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In a separate experiment E. coli cultures were incubated with probe NO2-Eu and the emission 

intensity recorded in an effort to assess whether it could be used to assess microbial NTR activity in 

vitro. Here, bacterial cultures were grown and then treated with the probe (0.5 or 1 mM) prior to lysis. 

As shown in Figure S20, the luminescence intensity was increased by up to 2-fold in the presence of 

probe NO2-Eu. This provides support for the notion that this new probe may be used to monitor 

microbial NTR activity. 

 

CEST MRI analysis of the activated NO2-Eu in solution 

 We then considered whether activation of probe NO2-Eu could be detected by CEST MRI. Since 

the reduced probe possesses an aniline NH2 group that is capable of proton exchange with the 

surrounding water, saturation of these protons with radio frequency (RF) pulses was expected to result 

in a decrease in the CEST MRI signal of water (cf. Figure 4A). CEST imaging was then performed to 

evaluate whether probe NO2-Eu could be used to monitor NTR activity via MRI. With this goal in 

mind, we performed CEST imaging on phantoms containing either the oxidized or reduced forms of 

the probe. The latter forms were produced by adding 1 equivalent of NTR. In the CEST spectra and 

MTRasym (%) plots, only the phantom containing NTR showed a highly enhanced CEST effect (giving 

a maximum at ~4 ppm), a finding in line with the expected proton exchange between the Eu3+-

complexed NH2-bearing ligand and the bulk water protons (Figures 4B and 4C). A CEST color map 

showing a significant enhancement for only the phantom containing the added NTR was also 

constructed (Figure 4D). In this solution phase CEST experiment, a relatively high concentration of 

NO2-Eu (20 mM), along with a similar concentration of NTR, was used in order to maximize the 

CEST effect.  A CEST effect for the metal-bound water signal of NO2-Eu was not observed, 

presumably because the carboxyl (CO2H) protons undergo faster water exchange with bulk water 

(Figure S21). Electron delocalization from the ligand oxygen donor to the lanthanide ion decreases 
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along the series (carboxylate> amide> ketone), resulting in the weakest Eu3+-water interaction and 

relatively fast water exchange in the carboxylate system. Conversely, ketone-type ligands provide for 

the strongest Eu3+-water interactions and the slowest water exchange rates. Systems containing amides 

occupy an intermediate position.43 

 

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the NTR activation process and in vitro CEST MRI 

detection of the bimodal probe NO2-Eu. (A) Probe NO2-Eu reduced by nitroreductase (NTR) 

contains exchangeable aniline NH2 protons, and when these protons become RF-saturated, the 

surrounding water protons are also saturated, which turns on the CEST MRI signal. (B–D) At pH 7.4, 

the CEST spectrum of the reduced form of probe NO2-Eu (20 mM, red line) was compared with the 

control (black line) using pre-saturated RF pulsing (B1 = 4.0 μT, 2 s). The change in the CEST MRI 

signal is shown in the (B) Z-spectrum and (C) MTRasym plots. (D) A representative CEST color map 
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(sum of the MTRasym (%) values from 1.5 to 6 ppm in the presence (top) and absence (bottom) of NTR. 

All experiments were carried out in the presence of NADH (200 μM). 

 

The NTR-dependent CEST spectrum for probe NO2-Eu (20 mM) was then recorded in PBS at pH 

7.4 using various concentrations of NTR (0, 10, 15, and 20 mM). As shown in Figure 5A, the CEST 

signals in the range of 2–6 ppm increased upon increasing the concentration of NTR, a finding 

attributed to greater quantities of the original 3-nitrophthalimide moiety being converted to the 

corresponding aniline form (i.e., 3-aminophthalimide). Ultimately, this results in enhanced proton 

exchange between the NH2 protons and the bulk water protons. 

 

 Figure 5. NTR concentration dependence on the CEST effect of probe NO2-Eu. (A) MTRasym (%) 

plot for probe NO2-Eu (20 mM) as determined from experiments carried out following pre-incubation 

with various NTR concentrations (0, 10, 15, and 20 mM) in PBS for 5 min at 37°C and at pH 7.4. (B) 

A representative CEST color map at 4 ppm. (C) Calibration curve between the MTRasym (%) value and 

the NTR concentration based on the color map. All experiments were carried out in the absence of 

NADH.  
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A CEST color map (Figure 5B) was constructed using the sum of the MTRasym (%) values at 1.5–6 

ppm. The NTR concentration-dependent MTRasym (%) values at 4 ppm (Figures 5A) were also 

calibrated and plotted (Figure 5C), revealing a pseudolinear correlation between the NTR 

concentration and the CEST signal (R2 = 0.967). It was found that the MTRasym peak of ~9% at ~4 

ppm for a 20 mM NTR concentration in the absence of the NADH coenzyme is about 1/3 of that 

measured with 200 μM NADH (Figure 5C). In order to explore further the kinetics of this enzyme-

substrate reaction, a NO2-Eu (substrate) concentration dependent CEST experiment with a fixed NTR 

(enzyme) concentration was also carried out. For this study, CEST spectra were recorded for various 

PBS probe NO2-Eu (0, 10, 15, 20, 30 and 40 mM) solutions following pre-incubation with a fixed 

concentration of NTR (10 mM) for 60 min at pH 7.4 and at 37°C (Figure S22). As shown in Figure 

S22A, the CEST signals in the 2–6 ppm range increased upon increasing the concentration of NO2-Eu 

up to about 40 mM. A CEST color map at 4 ppm (Figure S22B) and a quantitative comparison of the 

MTRasym (%) values (Figure S22C) revealed a hyperbolic correlation between the NTR (enzyme) 

concentration and the CEST signal, and that the intensity of the CEST signal is almost saturated at 40 

mM.  

The CEST contrast of probe NO2-Eu was found to be relatively sensitive to changes in the solution pH 

(Figure S23A), with the most intense signal being observed at pH = 7.5. In general, aromatic amine-based 

anticancer drugs show a CEST effect chemical shift in the 1-2 ppm range depending on the chemical structure.44 

In a solution, the pH is uniform throughout the medium, with the result that for NO2-Eu the CEST signal 

depends first on activation by the enzyme (to give NH2-Eu) with the chemical shift (∆w) then depending on 

intramolecular hydrogen bonding. NTR is active in the 5-9 pH range, but is maximally efficient at 7.4-7.5.21,25,26 

Once NO2–Eu is activated, it is converted to NH2–Eu, resulting in the CEST signal being turned “ON” per our 

design expectations and as highlighted in Scheme 1. The resulting 3-aminophthalimide-based compound NH2-

Eu is expected to support an intramolecular hydrogen bonding interactions between the amine (-NH2) group 

and one or more carbonyl (C=O) moieties.45-47 This results in a relatively slow kex at 7.4-7.5 pH giving rise, in 

turn, to a higher chemical shift CEST signal.48 Both effects (NTR reduction and hydrogen bonding) are expected 
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to be favorable at pH ~7.5 and to act synergistically. This provides a rational for why a chemical shift at 4 ppm 

was observed at pH ~7.5.  The CEST color map also revealed this pH dependence (Figure S23B). Maximum 

MTRasym value was not monotonic with pH, and suddenly increased at pH 7.5 around ~4 fold from 7 

to 27 with a chemical shift from ~2 ppm to ~4 ppm (Figure S23C), resulting from intramolecular 

hydrogen bonding of the 3-aminophthalimide group. The extent of carboxyl group protonation within 

the Eu-DOTA-tetraamide complex results in changes in the hydrogen bonding network, the proton 

exchange kinetics, and ultimately the strength of the CEST signal (Scheme S3).49 In basic media, the 

ionized carboxyl groups (CO2
–) can stabilize a strong hydrogen-bonding network involving bulk water 

molecules that slows prototropic exchange; therefore, a very strong CEST effect is observed under 

these conditions. Protonation of the carboxyl groups, as would be expected at neutral pH ~7, leads to 

a less-robust hydrogen bonding network, thereby allowing rapid proton exchange between the bulk 

water protons and the protons on the –NH2 subunits. Finally, protonation of the –NH2 groups in acidic 

media (pH <6) allow fast proton exchange, resulting in a very weak CEST effect. 

 

In vitro CEST analysis in hypoxic tumor cells 

We next recorded MTRasym (%) curves for CT26 cells cultured in the presence and absence of probe 

NO2-Eu (i.e., 0 and 10 mM). The CEST spectra (Figure 6A) were composed of two main peaks with 

a maximum at ~3 ppm, a finding attributed to the pH differences in the intra- and extra-cellular regions 

of the CT26 cells. The active form of the present CEST contrast agent contains exchangeable proton 

groups, such as –NH2 and OH, and affords the opportunity for hydrogen bonding interactions. NTR 

also displays activity that varies with pH. Thus a pH-dependence is expected as noted above. However, 

when considering the use of NO2-Eu in vitro, it is important to appreciate that there are different pH 

regions, such as extracellular and intracellular (cytosol, lysosome, ER, and other intra-cellular 

organelles) sub-spaces. As shown in Scheme S2, the CEST signal in a solution depends on only first 

proposed activation step (NTR-mediated reduction); however, in vitro and in vivo, the CEST signal is 
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expected to depend on both steps I and II. Indeed, a single peak in the CEST spectrum was recorded 

in PBS in the presence of the probe. In the MTRasym spectra measured in PBS solution at pH 7.4 

(Figures 4C and 5A), the MTRasym peak is at ~4 ppm. In the pH-dependent MTRasym spectra measured 

in PBS solution, the maximum peak depends on the pH value, in which the MTRasym peaks at pH 5.5–

7.0 and pH 8.0 are at ~2 ppm except at pH 7.5. These results are taken as evidence that the MTRasym 

spectrum can fall in the 0 and >6 ppm range depending on the pH distribution of the regions.50 In the 

precipitated CT26 cancer cells obtained following the NO2-Eu treatment of this in vitro study, the pH 

distribution could cover the pH 4–7.5 range. The difference in effective extracellular (pH 6.3–6.9) and 

intracellular (at pH 4–7.5)51 volumes would then result in the MTRasym enhancement observed under 

hypoxic conditions (Figure 6A). Hypoxic CT26 cells, which express greater quantities of NTR than 

normoxic CT26 cells,52,53 exhibited a significantly higher CEST signal (B1 = 3.6 μT, 1 s) over a wide 

range of 1.5 to 6 ppm.  

 

Figure 6. CEST imaging of CT26 cancer cells treated with probe NO2-Eu. (A) CEST spectrum of 

CT26 cells incubated in the presence and absence of probe NO2-Eu (0 or 10 mM) under hypoxic and 

normoxic conditions using a saturation field strength (i.e., B1 = 3.6 μT, 1 s). (B) The CEST contrast 

color map at 3 ppm, and (C) a corresponding statistical comparison of signal intensities (SIs) 

determined from the color map. The data shown are averages of three experiments; the error bars 

represent the standard deviations. P values were determined using a nonpaired Student’s t-test for 

homogenous variance. n.s., non-significant; ***p < 0.001. 
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 In addition, the CEST color map generated at 3 ppm showed a distinctly enhanced CEST contrast 

under hypoxic conditions in the presence of probe NO2-Eu (Figure 6B). Chemical shifts are affected 

by intramolecular hydrogen bonding of the 3-aminonaphthalimide moiety, which is correlated with the 

effective pH. Differences in the degree of intramolecular hydrogen bonding can result in a maximum 

between 2-4 ppm being reached depending on the pH value. Hypoxic tumors are acidic. As a 

consequence, fewer intramolecular hydrogen bonds are expected giving rise to a lower chemical shift 

(3 ppm) as seen by experiment. Based on CEST experiments involving independent CT26 cells 

(hypoxic and normoxic; n = 3 each) in the presence and absence of the probe (i.e., concentrations of 0 

and 10 mM), the signal intensity in the hypoxic CT26 cells containing probe NO2-Eu showed a 

significant contrast difference compared to the normoxic cells studied under otherwise identical 

conditions (P = 0.001); however, no significant enhancement was observed between the two normoxic 

conditions, i.e., in the presence and absence of the probe (Figure 6C). These results thus provide 

support for the core contention underlying the present study, namely that probe NO2-Eu may be used 

to differentiate hypoxic tumor cells from normoxic cells in vitro as the result of differences in CEST 

enhancement. 

 

In vivo CEST imaging of tumor hypoxia 

We further investigated the suitability of probe NO2-Eu for in vivo tumor detection and imaging as 

a CEST contrast agent in an animal tumor model. To demonstrate that probe NO2-Eu can be used to 

detect tumor hypoxia, we performed in vivo CEST MR imaging of mice implanted with CT26 cells in 

the flank (Figure 7). CEST MR imaging with pre-saturation by an RF pulse (one hard pulse of B1 = 

3.6 μT, 1 s) before and after intra-tumoral (IT) injection of the probe (50 mM in PBS) was performed 

using a 4.7 T animal MRI system (Biospec 47/40, Bruker, Germany). We adjusted the pH to ~7.5 prior 
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to injecting a PBS solution of NO2-Eu into the tumor site. Injected solution quickly equilibrates with 

its surroundings with regard to pH even when small amounts of acid or base solution are added 

externally. The effect of this injection is mostly affected by the NTR levels with high specificity thus 

being seen in the tumor site (Figures 2D and S14). 

Accordingly, it has not proved possible to reach the mM concentrations needed for CEST MR 

imaging of the tumor site by intravenous injection.54-56 It is a limitation of the present study that 

relatively higher NO2-Eu (50 mM) needed to be used in vivo, due to the intrinsic low sensitivity of 

CEST MR. While beyond the scope of the present study, this limitation could be addressed by 

increasing the payload of the probe to improve the sensitivity (e.g., use of hydrogels, polymers, 

liposomes, exosomes, etc.). 

Consistent with the solution and in vitro studies detailed above, relatively broad and strong CEST 

signals were observed at 0–5 ppm in the in vivo tumor region with higher intensity being seen 1 hr 

after NO2-Eu (intra-tumoral) injection than for the pre-injection state (Figure S24). Biochemical and 

in vitro CEST MRI studies were performed at room temperature, whereas the in vivo studies were 

performed at 37°C. Lower temperatures reduce the rate of chemical exchange, resulting in better CEST 

signal enhancement. This is because amines usually exchange too quickly to produce a CEST effect 

as evidenced by the fact that the CEST effect increases as the exchange rate of the amine protons 

decreases. 
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Figure 7.  In vivo CEST imaging of probe NO2-Eu in a CT26 xenograft mouse model. T2-W and 

CEST MR images were obtained (A) before and (B) 1 h after intra-tumoral injection (n = 3) of probe 

NO2-Eu (50 mM, 100 µL) in PBS for a CT26 tumor-bearing mouse (tumor diameter d ∼10 mm). Each 

CEST MR image recorded at 2.5 ppm was merged with the corresponding T2-W MR image. (C) 

Quantitative comparison of the mean MTRasym (%) values at 2.5 ppm for the tumor region. The data 

shown are averages of three measurements; the error bars show the standard deviations. P values 

were determined using a nonpaired Student’s t-test for homogenous variance. ****, p < 0.0001. 

 

The T2-W, CEST, and merged images are shown in Figures 7A and 7B for the CT26 tumor xenograft 

mice before and 1 h after injection of probe NO2-Eu. Following IT injection of the probe, a CEST 

signal enhancement at 2.5 ppm was observed mainly around the injection site within the tumor area 

(T), a finding attributed to selective activation of the nitro group present in probe NO2-Eu at the tumor 

site. The MTRasym (%) value at 2.5 ppm within the tumor region increased ~2-fold 1 h after injection 

of probe NO2-Eu (Figure 7C). We take these findings as evidence that the CEST signal was enhanced 

following probe injection and that tumor hypoxia serves to promote “switching on” of probe NO2-Eu. 
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In the present study, the whole tumor area was considered as the region-of-interest to measure MTRasym, 

because it proved impossible to select reliably only the hypoxic tumor core region. 

 

Figure 8. Time dependent in vivo CEST imaging of probe NO2-Eu. (A) Time dependent in vivo 

CEST images were recorded for a CT26 tumor-bearing mouse before and after intra-tumoral injection 

(n = 3) of NO2-Eu (50 mM, 100 µL) in PBS. The CEST images were obtained using sum of the MTRasym 

(%) values recorded between 1.5 and 5 ppm. (B) Dynamic plot of the mean CEST intensity over the 

entire tumor region versus time following injection of probe NO2-Eu. This region corresponded to that 

shown in Figure S15D. 

 

The in vivo CEST signal changes were monitored for up to 3 h following injection of probe NO2-

Eu. Figure 8A shows the change in the CEST MRI signal (sum of the MTRasym (%) values between 

1.5 and 5 ppm) over time. As can be seen from an inspection of this figure, immediately after injection 

of the probe, the CEST MR signals close to the injection site within the tumor region began to increase 

in intensity before the enhancement gradually spreads to the surroundings. The mean CEST signals 

observed in Figure 8A were measured over the entire tumor area at 10 time points before and after 

injecting probe NO2-Eu (Figure 8B). While the CEST signals could be observed 0.25 h post-injection, 

the greatest signal intensity was observed after 1 h. The signals were still observable after 3 h. The 
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MTRasym (%) values at 2.5 ppm were also analyzed, and similar results were obtained (Figure S25). 

These results lead us to conclude that probe NO2-Eu was selectively activated by hypoxia-driven NTR 

in the tumor region and that once administered, it moves out from the point of initial injection.  

 

 

■ CONCLUSIONS 

We have described here a dual action “switch on” emissive and CEST MRI sensor for hypoxic 

environments. The system in question, probe NO2-Eu, consists of a 3-nitrophthalimide-functionalized 

Eu3+ DOTA derivative that is activated by NTR. Activation of the probe was NTR-specific, with no 

interference being observed in the presence of a range of potential biologically relevant interferants, 

such as various anions, enzymes, amino acids, and vitamins. We also found that probe NO2-Eu is 

applicable in vivo and could be used to monitor hypoxic regions within a CT26 mouse xenograft via 

the production of both an NTR-specific luminescence signal and CEST MR imaging. We thus suggest 

that dual action probes such as the one described here may have a role to play in both in vitro and in 

vivo hypoxia imaging studies. 

 

 

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

Materials, methods and instrumentations 
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Analytical grade chemicals were obtained commercially and used without further purification unless 

otherwise indicated. Further details, including the synthesis of compounds 2-4 are provided in the 

Supporting Information. All compounds are >95% pure by HPLC analysis. 

 

 Absorption and luminescence studies 

Fluorescence emission and UV-vis spectra were recorded using an S-3100 spectrophotometer 

(Scinco, Seoul, Korea) and a standard 1 cm quartz cell and a UV-1800 spectrophotometer (Scinco), 

respectively. Nitroreductase (NTR) from Escherichia coli was used in the present studies. Stock 

solutions of various analytes (NADH, KCl, CaCl2, MgCl2, glucose, vitamin C, 1 mM vitamin B6, HSA, 

H2O2, ·OH (•OH) was generated by irradiation of 10 mM NaNO2 solution with UV-A light (354 ± 20 

nm), glutamic acid, arginine, serine, glutathione, cysteine, homocysteine, and dithiothreitol) were 

prepared using double distilled water. A stock solution of probe NO2-Eu (25 µM) was prepared using 

Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) containing 10% FBS (pH 7.4) and 0.2% DMSO.   The 

fluorescent spectra were measured using an excitation wavelength of 405 nm and a 5 nm slit width. 

The change in the emission features of probe NO2-Eu (5.0 µM) were recorded in the absence and 

presence of NTR (0-1 μg/ml). The fluorescence quantum yield of the probe was measured in the 

presence or absence of NTR in cell media (pH 7.4). 

 

Cell viability assay and flow cytometry 

 To evaluate the cytotoxicity of the NO2-Eu, CT26 cells were seeded at a density of 20,000 

cells/well in 96 well plates. The next day, for the studies involving hypoxic conditions, the cells were 

transferred to a hypoxic (O2 < 0.1%) chamber (STEMCELL Technologies, Inc., Vancouver, BC, 

Canada) and cultured for 24 h before probe treatment. The cells were then incubated with various NO2-

Eu concentrations (0, 0.25, 0.5, and 1 mM) for 3 h, or with 2.5, 5, 10, and 20 mM of NO2-Eu for 24 h 

under hypoxic or normoxic conditions. Cell viability was determined using a cell proliferation kit 
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(Celltiter96; Promega Corporation, Madison, WI, USA) following the manufacturer’s instructions. 

The absorbance was measured using a microplate reader (XMark, Bio-Rad, Berkeley, CA, USA) at 

490 nm. 

Cultured E. coli was centrifuged at 4,000 rpm for 10 min. The resulting pellets were resuspended in 

PBS. The pellets were redissolved in the culture medium and then treated with 0, 0.5, or 1 mM of 

probe NO2-Eu for 1 h at 37°C with agitation (200 rpm). After incubation, the cells were harvested and 

washed two times with PBS and then transferred to flow cytometry tubes. 

CT26 cells were seeded at a density of 1.5 × 105 cells/well in 6-well plates, and were allowed to 

grow overnight. The cells were then pre-incubated for 24 h under hypoxic (O2 < 1%) or normoxic 

conditions prior to incubation with the NO2-Eu (0.5 mM, 1 mM) probe. After incubation for 10 min 

to 3 h, the cells were gently scraped, suspended in PBS (Gibco), and transferred to flow cytometry 

tubes. Subsequently, the cells were analyzed using a flow cytometer (CytoFLEX; Beckman Coulter) 

using the KO525 channel (405 nm excitation, 525/40 nm emission). All analyses were carried out at 

least three times using at least 10,000 cells.  

 

In vitro cell imaging 

CT26 cells were seeded at a density of 2 × 104 cells/well in eight-well plates at 37°C in a 5% CO2 

incubator overnight. The cells were transferred to a hypoxia (1% O2) chamber or kept under normoxic 

condition for 24 h, and then incubated with 20 μM NO2-Eu for 30 min. Lminescence images were 

obtained using a fluorescence microscope (Olympus IX81, 400×) equipped with GFP filter set. 

Fluorescence images were acquired using a confocal laser scanning fluorescence microscope (LSM710, 

Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with a FITC filter set. For the fluorescence imaging 

studies involving CT26 cells, the cells were seeded at a density of 2 × 104 cells/well in eight-well plates 

(Ibidi, Martinsried, Germany) at 37oC in a humidified incubator and kept overnight. The next day, the 
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cells were transferred to a hypoxia (1 % O2) incubator chamber or kept under normoxic conditions for 

24 h and then incubated with 0.5 mM NO2-Eu for either 20 min or 60 min.  

 

 Sample preparation for CEST imaging 

Various solution phantoms were made up using 20 mM solutions of the NO2-Eu. These included 

samples with or without NTR (20 mM) for CEST efficiency measurements, samples with different 

NTR concentrations (0, 10, 15, and 20 mM), and samples of various pH (5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, and 

8.0) with NTR (20 mM) for pH dependency measurements. Each sample was prepared in a PCR tube 

(200 μL), and then placed inside a 50 mL conical tube filled with water. 

CT20 cells were seeded (5 × 106 cells) in 100 mm culture dish (Ibidi, Martinsried, Germany) at 

37°C in a humidified incubator, and kept overnight. The next day, the cells were transferred to a 

hypoxic (O2 < 0.1%) chamber or kept under normoxic conditions for 24 h. They were then incubated 

with probe NO2-Eu (0 mM or 10 mM) for 15 min. The cells were then harvested at 1,500 rpm for 15 

minutes, and washed two times with DPBS. Finally, the cells were resuspended in DPBS, transferred 

to PCR tubes, and precipitated. 

 

MRI studies 

MRI experiments were performed on a 4.7 T animal MRI system (Biospec 47/40, Bruker, Germany) 

with a 35 mm volume transceiver coil. All MR images were acquired using the ParaVision 5.1 (Bruker, 

Germany) software using a modified rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement (RARE) sequence 

for the CEST experiments. CEST-weighted MR images were acquired with the following parameters: 

field of view (FOV) = 4 × 3 mm2, slice thickness = 2 mm, matrix size = 128 × 128, TE/TR = 7.7 ms / 

5 s, total acquisition time = 5 min 15 s, and RARE factor = 128, including a pre-saturation RF pulse 

(one hard pulse, B1 = 4.0 μT, 2s or 3.6 μT, 1s) from -10 to 10 ppm (step of 0.3 ppm). A water saturation 
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shift referencing (WASSR) scheme for B0 homogeneity correction was used.57 The same parameters 

as used for the CEST imaging were used for all CEST experiments except TR = 2 sec, total acquisition 

time = 2 min 6 s, and pre-saturation RF pulse (one hard pulse, B1 = 0.2 μT, 0.5 s) from -1 ppm to 1 

ppm (step = 0.03 ppm). 

All animal experiments were performed according to protocols approved by the Institutional Animal 

Care and Use Committee of the Korean Basic Sciences Institute (KBSI-AEC-1902). A mouse tumor 

model was established by injecting CT26 cells (5 × 105 cells per mouse) subcutaneously into the flank 

region of 6-week-old male mice (Balb/c-nude, n = 4). 10–12 days after tumor inoculation, probe NO2-

Eu (50 mM) dissolved in PBS (100 μl) was injected intratumorally to the selected mice (n = 3) with 

appropriate tumor size, and in vivo CEST images were acquired before and 15, 25, 35, 45, 60, 80, 120 

and 180 min after intratumoral (IT) injection of the NO2-Eu. 

 

MRI data analysis 

MRI data were processed using a custom-written program in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, 

USA). In order to measure the voxel-by-voxel frequency shift caused by B0 inhomogeneity, a WASSR 

map was generated, and CEST signals at each voxel were corrected using the WASSR map. Then, the 

CEST spectra were calculated from the mean of the region-of-interests (ROIs) on a per-voxel basis. 

The CEST map was quantified using the magnetic transfer asymmetry ratio, MTRasym(%), at particular 

offsets of interest using the definition: MTRasym (%) = (S-Δω – S+Δω) 100 / S0, where S-Δω, S+Δω and 

S0 are the water signal intensity under saturation pulses at offsets of –Δω and +Δω, respectively. All 

studies were carried out at room temperature. 
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